
 

Offering a destination winery experience in the Midcoast of Maine, Cellardoor proudly 

With over 30 years of experience in wholesale distribution, Monsieur Touton Selection Ltd. 

excels at supplying a range of over 3,500 quality wines and spirits at affordable prices from 

around the world - from the world famous vineyards of Bordeaux to the influential wineries of 

the of the New World. 

Prospect Hill Winery produces red and white wines exclusively from grapes grown in our own Leba-

non, Maine vineyard. We have fourteen varieties of French American hybrid grapes developed espe-

cially for northern climates. Our fruit is handpicked, going from vine to wine on the same day. Be-

cause all our wines are estate grown and bottles, they reflect the unique terrior of Maine.   

Soleil Mimosa was named for the French word “soleil” for sun due to its vital role in the quality 

of flavorful juices to create these unique and lively winds. Soleil Mimosa is a refreshing product 

that appeals to consumers concerned with convenience, quality, freshness and value. 0 
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Maine Mead Works was founded in 2007 with the goal of re-introducing the world to the oldest of 

all fermented beverages. Using locally sourced honey, clear, pure water and our own proprietary 

yeast strain, we blend ancient tradition and modern science to produce distinctive wines at our 

meadery in downtown Portland, Maine. 

We are not allowed to say that our wines are healthy on the labels.  However it is the truth and we will 

make that statement here!  We use minimal amounts of Sulfates in the making of our wines. This may 

cause some varities to be a little too bubbly. If you experience this please contect us so we can make 

adjustments.  Our Tickled Pink uses no Sulfite in the process. The make of the fruit allows us not to 

require it. So you don’t have to worry about headaches when you drink our Tickled Pink.  We use or-

ganic cane dried sugar, therefore there are no residual chemicals in our sweeteners. Our wines lean 

toward the dryer end of the spectrum. We want your pallet to enjoy all 



Launched in 2009, Art in the Age Craft Spirits is a line of four completely 

unique, certified organic spirits, ROOT, SNAP, RHUBARB tea and SAGE,  all 

which are inspired by American history and made with fresh, whole organic in-

gredients.  

Founded in 2011 in Portland, New England Distilling produces award winning gin, 

rum and whiskey on a traditional direct fired copper pot still using local grains.   
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Our spirits are distilled from sour mash recipes in small batches using our homemade 

60 gallon copper pot still. Yes it is a handmade, hand rolled, hand riveted copper 

still. Some would say it is a labor of love. We chose this route because it yields supe-

rior taste found only in authentic hand crafted spirits. We started Wiggly Bridge Dis-

tillery with the belief that being small is an advantage. By utilizing long forgotten 

styles and techniques in building our still, every dent and angle uniquely contributes 

to the flavor of our spirits. 

Maine Craft Distilling marries Maine agricultural products to traditional 

methods, creating unique spirits that combine the terroir of Maine with 

Luke’s perfectionist sense of craft. Building stills from repurposed tomato 

juice vats and washbacks from Maine-grown fir, Luke has imbued Maine 

Craft Distilling with his Yankee, can-do approach to life and liquor. 


